PAEDIATRIC AUDIOLOGY
FOR A BETTER QUALITY OF LIFE

PICTURES, COLOURS & GLITTER FOR CHILDREN'S EARMOULDs

Universal dB
CUSTOM HEARING PRODUCTS

www.universaldb.co.uk
A KNOWLEDGEABLE AND EXPERIENCED PAEDIATRIC TEAM

Welcome to the latest edition of our Paediatric Audiology Brochure. I hope you will find it useful and a helpful reference booklet. You will see that there are now even more pictures and novelty options to choose from including new ranges from the Moshi Monsters, Mike the Knight, Rainbow Magic and Swizzles ‘Love Hearts’. Of course old favourites such as Bob the Builder and Thomas the Tank Engine are still here but with a fresh range of pictures to choose from.

Universal dB has almost 50 years of experience as a major supplier of custom earmoulds to NHS departments and private customers. We know what it takes to provide a first class paediatric service. Our dedicated paediatric team ensure that customers receive the best service in terms of quality and turnaround times as well as possibly the largest selection of picture inserts, colours and glitters available for children to choose from.

More than 20 years ago, Universal dB adapted a technique commonly used in orthodontic dentistry to enable picture inserts to be placed into earmoulds. Since that time many thousands of children have benefited from this service and proudly enjoy wearing their hearing aid. We are grateful to all the companies who have kindly given their support by allowing us to use their logos and images in earmoulds.

Universal dB offer the largest selection of Non Allergic Materials, together with Anti Bacterial Coatings and free “Material Patch Test” samples. We always go the extra mile to ensure all your patient’s requirements are looked after.

The images and colours in this brochure are intended only as a guide and are by no means our complete range. Please contact us if there is something you would like but is not shown in the brochure.

Contact us anytime, we would love to hear from you.
DR WHO, CYBERMEN & SONTARAN

DALEKS
DALEK 1
DALEK 2
DALEK 3
CYBERMEN & SONTARAN
CYBER 1
CYBER 2
TARDIS & K-9
TARDIS
DALEK 4
DALEK 5
DALEK 6
DALEK 7
DALEK 8
DALEK 9

FIREMAN SAM
FIRE 1
FIRE 2
FIRE 3
FIRE 4
FIRE 5
FIRE 6
FIRE 7
FIRE 8
FIRE 9
FIRE 10
FIRE 11
FIRE 12
FIRE 13
FIRE 14
FIRE 15
FIRE 16
FIRE 17
FIRE 18
FIRE 19
FIRE 20

©2013 Prism Art & Design Ltd
FIMBLES

FIMBO 1  FIMBO 2  FLORRIE 1  
FLORRIE 2  BABY POM 1  BABY POM 2

IN THE NIGHT GARDEN

ITG 1  ITG 2  ITG 3  
ITG 4  ITG 5  ITG 6  
ITG 7

TWEENIES

BELLA 1  BELLA 2  MILO 1  
MILO 2  FIZZ 1  FIZZ 2  
JAKE 1  JAKE 2
GUESS WITH JESS

JESS 1  JESS 2  JESS 3  JESS 4
JESS 5  JESS 6  JESS 7  JESS 8
JESS 9  JESS 10
JESS 11  JESS 12  JESS 13  JESS 14
JESS 15  JESS 16

ANGELINA BALLERINA

ANG 1  ANG 2  ANG 3  ANG 4
ANG 5  ANG 6  ANG 7  ANG 8
ANG 9  ANG 10
ANG 11  ANG 12  ANG 13  ANG 14
ANG 15  ANG 16

©2013 HIT Entertainment Limited
POSTMAN PAT
MIKE THE KNIGHT

Be a Knight, Do it Right!

©2013 HIT (MTK) Ltd
LOVE HEARTS

LOVE 1 Angel  LOVE 2 Be Mine  LOVE 3 Call Me  LOVE 4 Chillin  LOVE 5 Cool  LOVE 6 Crazy
LOVE 7 Cute  LOVE 8 Diva  LOVE 9 Enjoy  LOVE 10 Fab  LOVE 11 Fancy  LOVE 12 Fresh
LOVE 13 Fun  LOVE 14 Great  LOVE 15 Hello  LOVE 16 Hot  LOVE 17 Hug Me  LOVE 18 Kiss
LOVE 19 Love  LOVE 20 Party  LOVE 21 Peach  LOVE 22 Smile  LOVE 23 Sunny  LOVE 24 Think
LOVE 25 True  LOVE 26 Wow  LOVE 27 V.I.P  LOVE 28 Yum

LOVE HEARTS ® and the appearance of the Love Heart sweet are registered trademarks of Swizzels Matlow Limited.
ANIMAL KINGDOM
BIRDS, BUGS & BUTTERFLIES

BIRD 1  BIRD 2  BIRD 3  BIRD 4  BIRD 5  BIRD 6  BIRD 7
BIRD 8  BIRD 9  BIRD 10  BIRD 11  BIRD 12  BUG 1  BUG 2
BUG 3  BUG 4  BUG 5  BUG 6  BUG 7  BUG 8  BUG 9
BUG 10  BUG 11  BUG 12  BUTTERFLY 1  BUTTERFLY 2  BUTTERFLY 3  BUTTERFLY 4
BUTTERFLY 5  BUTTERFLY 6  BUTTERFLY 7
BUTTERFLY 8  BUTTERFLY 9  BUTTERFLY 10
BUTTERFLY 11  BUTTERFLY 12
BUBBLEGUM
POPULAR IMAGES

UA 1  UA 2  UA 3  UA 4  UA 5  UA 6  UA 7
UA 8  UA 9  UA 10  UA 11  UA 12  UA 13  UA 14
UA 15  UA 16  UA 17  UA 18  UA 19  UA 20  UA 21
UA 22  UA 23  UA 24  UA 25  UA 26  UA 27  UA 28
UA 29  UA 30  UA 31  UA 32  UA 33  UA 34  UA 35
UA 36  UA 37  UA 38  UA 39  UA 40  UA 41  UA 42
UA 43  UA 44  UA 45  UA 46  UA 47  UA 48  UA 49
UA 50  UA 51  UA 52  UA 53  UA 54  UA 55  UA 56
UA 57  UA 58  UA 59  UA 60  UA 61  UA 62  UA 63

Persons
Name
Passport
Photo
MOSHI MONSTERS
VALENTINE
This is just a selection of the many clubs that have given permission to allow us to use their logo in children’s earmoulds. If the logo for your club is not shown on this page please contact us and we will attempt to obtain permission from the club concerned.
COLOURS

MICROFLEX COLOURS

M1 Dark Pink  M2 Beige  M3 Red  M4 Yellow  M5 Orange  M6 Purple

M7 Blue  M8 Green  M9 Black  M10 White  M11 reddish (Transparent)  M12 Clear

BIOPORNOISEBARRIER COLOURS

BIO1 Green  BIO2 Red  BIO3 Yellow  BIO4 Purple  BIO5 Orange  BIO6 Light Pink

BIO7 Black  BIO8 Blue  BIO9 White  BIO10 reddish (Transparent)

CATAMARANWATERBARRIER COLOURS

CAT1 Fluorescent Yellow  CAT2 Fluorescent Pink  CAT3 Fluorescent Green  CAT4 Dark Blue  CAT5 Red  CAT6 Purple

CAT7 Light Blue  CAT8 Beige  CAT9 Black  CAT10 White  CAT11 reddish (Transparent)  CAT12 Fluorescent Orange
OPAQUE ACRYLIC COLOURS

A1 Fluorescent Pink  A2 Yellow  A3 Blue  A4 Cerise  A5 Green  A6 Light Brown  A7 Brown
A8 Dark Brown  A9 Fluorescent Yellow  A10 Black  A11 Orange  A12 Light Pink  A13 Purple  A14 Red

TRANSPARENT ACRYLIC COLOURS

A15 Purple  A16 Red  A17 Yellow
A18 Pink  A19 Neon  A20 Orange
A21 Blue  A22 Green

GLITTER COLOURS

Royal Blue  Gold  Lime Green
Purple  Red  Rose
Pink  Multicolour  Orange
Sea Green  Silver  Sky Blue
Mother of Pearl  Yellow

MARBLE EFFECT

Please see our Marble Effect information sheet for more details.
WATER PROTECTION FOR CHILDREN AND ADULTS

- Made from the finest quality Silicone
- Perfect custom fit for unrivalled comfort
- Ideal for swimmers of all ages
- Large choice of colours including *Marble Effect*
- Protects against irritation and water infection
- NANO Anti-bacterial coating
- Gives the swimmer confidence in the water
- Impression service available
- WaterBarrier comes complete with NANO coating, skin care gel and a protective case

See page 26 for full range of colours available